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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

 

 

Music and Visual Arts are a significant and integral part of our culture.  It is, therefore, the responsibility of 
every visual art and music educator to help students become more appreciative of all styles.  It will 
contribute to the success of the students as we forge ahead into the millennium. 
 

The High School Choral Program is passionate about providing a variety of opportunities to its student 
musicians. Music is everywhere, in all nations and cultures, in all segments of society, media, and nature. 
Whether it’s serving the community at local memorials, ceremonies, or competing at local, statewide, and 
regional festivals, the students are dedicated to interacting with the world around them as well as the 
person within. 
 

Music is a natural form of expression of the human spirit that nourishes the mind, body, and soul. Ever 
committed to a well-rounded music education, the High School Choral Program develops its students into 
well-rounded, innovative human beings.    
 

Our school district provides an extensive arts program, which will enable students to succeed and 
compete in the global marketplace using the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards in 
conjunction with the New Jersey Visual and Performing Arts Curriculum Frameworks and technological 
exploration. 
 

 

This curriculum guide was prepared by:  
 

 

Kenneth Brown, Edison High School 
Jonathan Meszaros, John P. Stevens High School 
  

 

 

 

Coordinated by:  
 

Robert Pispecky, Supervisor of Music and Visual Arts 
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COURSE OBJECTIVES 

 

Students will: 
 

1.  Enhance the neurological process by activating more areas of the brain simultaneously than 
any other endeavor, equipping students with a significant advantage for intellectual 
development of musical elements. 

● Rhythm 

● Melody 

● Harmony 

● Form 

● Color & Timbre 

National Standards: 1,2,3,4,5,6 

NJCCS: 1.1.12.B.1; 1.3.12.B.1; 1.3.12.B.2; 1.4.12.A.2; 1.4.12.B.1 

      21
st
 Century Skills: Learning & Innovation Skills 

 

2. Nurture creativity through musical expression by eliciting aesthetic and   
intellectual responses.  

● To utilize music as a form of communication, self-expression, and creativity 

● To understand that music affects emotion 

● To express thoughts, ideas and emotions through a musical means 

National Standards: 6,7,8,9 

NJCCS: 1.1.12.B.2; 1.4.12.A.1; 1.4.12.A.3 

21
st
 Century Skills: Learning & Innovation Skills, Life & Career  

 

3. Acquire an appreciation of music culture and musical awareness as it relates to music history, 
ultimately promoting one’s relative responsibilities to their surroundings.  

● To create an awareness and appreciation of cultural diversity 

● To appreciate the historical context and social significance of music 

● To cultivate a lifelong support of the arts 

● Develop poise, self-confidence, leadership qualities and positive social habits 

● To be able to identify quality musical performances through aesthetic and 
intellectual understandings 

     National Standards: 8,9 

             NJCCS: 1.2.12.A.1; 1.2.12.A.2; 1.4.12.A.4; 1.4.12.B.3 

     21
st
 Century Skills: Global awareness, civic literacy, Learning & Innovation    

             Skills, Life & Career Skills 
 

4. Develop improved physiological awareness and activity by practicing healthy techniques for 
vocal production. 

● To utilize musical studies to enhance cognition in all disciplines 

● To create, interpret, listen, improvise, and perform music 

● To comprehend and translate musical notation into kinesthetic and aural 
responses 

● To develop one’s mind and body to their fullest potential 
   National Standards: 3,4,5,6,7 

   NJCCS: 1.3.12.B.3; 1.3.12.B.4; 1.4.12.B.2 

   21
st
 Century Skills: Learning & Innovation Skills, Life & Career Skills 
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Unit 1:  MUSICAL ELEMENTS 

Targeted Standards:  Students will perform quality literature containing the elements of music (rhythm, melody, harmony, form, & color) (NJCCCS) 
1.1.12.B1) Students will examine the application of the elements in a variety of works. (NJCCS 1.3.12.B1) Students will examine how aspects of meter, 
rhythm, tonality, intervals, chords, and harmonic progressions are organized and manipulated to establish unity and variety in musical compositions. (NJCCS 
1.3.12.B2) Students will gain understanding and begin to hypothesize as to the composer’s intent through his usage of the elements of music. (NJCCS 
1.4.12.A2) Students will formulate criteria using their observations of the basic elements and how they are designed throughout a particular work. (NJCCS 
1.4.12.B1) 
 

Unit Objectives/Conceptual Understandings:  Rhythmic Counting, Scales, Modes, Aural Intervals, International Phonetic Alphabet. 
 

Essential Questions:  How does an understanding of the musical elements enrich the artistic experience? What progression should be taken in order to 
provide a sound foundation for a musical experience?  
 

Unit Assessment: Students will further develop the linguistic value of music through a better understanding of its variety of elements. 
 

 Core Content Objectives 

 

 Instructional Actions 

Cumulative  
Progress Indicators 

Concepts 

What students will know. 
Skills 

What students will be able to do. 
Activities/Strategies 

Technology Implementation/ 
Interdisciplinary Connections 

Assessment  
Check Points 

1. Analyze the elements of 
music for and their related 
concepts. 

2. Describe elements of 
music, using appropriate 
music vocabulary, found 
within choral works being 
performed. 

3. Demonstrate knowledge 
of the basic principles of 
meter, rhythm, and 
harmony in the analysis 
and preparation of music. 

4. Speculate on the 
composer’s intent, using 
and citing embedded 
clues to substantiate the 
hypothesis. 

1. How to identify and sing 
in all Major and Minor 
Key Signatures. 

2. How to properly 
subdivide complex 
rhythms. 

3. How to employ 
appropriate musical 
vocabulary when 
analyzing choral works 
and/or performances. 

4. How to achieve excellent 
intonation within the 
ensemble through active 
listening skills. 

 

1. Sing scales and modes on 
solfege or [a]. 

2. Demonstrate a mastery of the 
Cohen Hand Signals.  

3. Sing and aurally identify all 
intervals and triads.  

4. Identify, define, and perform 
standard notation symbols. 

5. Perform varying music in large 
ensembles using musical 
elements. 

6. Perform sight-reading examples 
with accuracy. 

7. Identify the melody, counter-
melody, & accompaniment 
within the vocal ensemble. 

8. Sing one person per part for 
vocal assessments.  
 

1. Treasury of Scales 
2. 101 Rhythmic-Rest 

Patterns 
3. Foundations for Superior 

Performances 
4. A Singer’s Resource for 

Sightsinging 
5. Smart Music 
6. Quality/Diverse Choral 

Repertoire 

1. Scale Assessment 
2. Repertoire 

Assessment 
3. Rhythm 

Assessment 
4. Smart Music 

Assignments 
5. Music Vocabulary 

Assessment 
6. Sight Singing 

Assessment  
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Unit 1:  MUSICAL ELEMENTS (Con’t) 

 Core Content Objectives 

 

 Instructional Actions 

Cumulative  
Progress Indicators 

Concepts 

What students will know. 
Skills 

What students will be able to do. 
Activities/Strategies 

Technology Implementation/ 
Interdisciplinary Connections 

Assessment  
Check Points 

 5. How to develop an 
excellent choral sound 
understanding their voice 
part within the harmonic 
progression and the 
balance of the ensemble. 

 

   

Resources: Read/perform a variety of choral repertoire from an extensive library of music.  See 
Appendix “A” for further resource guides. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructional Adjustments: Modifications, student 
difficulties, possible misunderstandings 

● Immersion for ESL students 

● IEP adjustments as needed per student 
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Unit 2:  MUSICAL EXPRESSION 

Targeted Standards: Students will utilize their knowledge of the elements in the deconstruction and performance of complex choral literature from diverse 
cultural contexts. (NJCCCS 1.1.12.B2) Students will use contextual clues to differentiate between unique and common properties and be able to interpret the 
cultural implications of works of music. (NJCCCS 1.4.12.A1) Students will develop intuitive musical expression to a variety of choral literature using historical 
significance, cultural context, and originality as criteria for one’s own interpretation. (NJCCCS 1.4.12.A3) 
 
Unit Objectives/Conceptual Understandings: Dynamics & Variations, Developing Articulation through Vocalises, The Space of Silence 
                                                                                             Controlling Musical Phrase, Syllabic Stress 
Essential Questions: How does musicality affect the style of a piece?  What impact does phrasing have on a piece of music?  How does adding musical 
expression to a piece of music enhance its performance? 
 
Unit Assessment: Students will nurture creativity through musical expression by eliciting aesthetic and intellectual responses.  
 

 Core Content Objectives 
 

Instructional Actions 

Cumulative 
Progress Indicators 

Concepts 
What students will know. 

Skills 
What students will be able to do. 

Activities/Strategies 
Technology Implementation/ 
Interdisciplinary Connections 

Assessment Check 
Points 

1. Synthesize knowledge of 
the elements of music in 
a performance of musical 
compositions from 
diverse cultures. 

2. Use contextual clues to 
differentiate between 
unique and common 
properties and to discern 
the cultural implications. 

3. Develop informed 
personal responses to a 
variety of works using 
historical significance, 
cultural context, and 
originality as criteria. 

1. How to use dynamics and 
articulation to give a 
piece proper phrasing. 

2. How to perform music 
with proper phrasing. 

3. General phrasing 
tendencies. 

4. Historical and cultural 
stylistic differences and 
how to apply them to 
various works. 
 

1. Perform with proper dynamics 
and articulation. 

2. Understand where the high 
and low points in a phrase are 
and use dynamics accordingly. 

3. Memorize basic phrasing rules 
and apply them in music. 

4. Memorize styles of different 
cultures and historical eras. 

1. The teacher will  
    demonstrate proper  
    phrasing and students will  
    emulate. 
2. Recordings provided to  
    demonstrate how dynamics 
    and articulation can be     
    used to create a specific  
    style from either a historical   
    era or cultural context. 
3. The teacher will use    
    various conducting  
    techniques to get the   
    students to phrase  
    correctly. 

1. Students will sing 
through a piece, 
followed by a quiz on 
what time period and/or  
culture it originated. 
2. Students will be given 
a piece and asked to 
sing it in a certain style. 
3. Students will read 
aloud a passage from a 
text while being 
evaluated on 
expressiveness/ 
creativity.  
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Unit 2:  MUSICAL EXPRESSION (Con’t) 

Resources: Read/perform a variety of choral literature from an extensive library of music. 
See Appendix  
“A” for further resource guides. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Instructional Adjustments: Modifications, student 
difficulties, possible misunderstandings 
 

● Immersion for ESL students 

● IEP adjustments as needed per student 
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Unit 3:  MUSICAL AWARENESS 

Targeted Standards: Students will determine how music has influenced world cultures throughout history. (NJCCCS 1.2.12.A1) Students will justify the 
impact of innovations in the arts (e.g., the availability of music online) on societal norms and habits of mind in various historical eras. (NJCCCS 1.2.12.A2) 
Students will evaluate how exposure to various cultures influences individual, emotional, intellectual, and kinesthetic responses to music.          
(NJCCCS 1.4.12.A4) Students will determine the role of music & music-making in a global society by analyzing the influence of technology on the performing 
arts for consumers, creators, and performers around the world. (NJCCCS 1.4.12.B3)  
                                                                                     
Unit Objectives/Conceptual Understandings:  Rehearsal Listening, Ensemble Tuning, Connected Learning, Lose Your Sound,                               
                                                                                              Music Historical Time Periods, Various Global Cultures and Traditions 
 
Essential Questions: How are musical decisions effected by our surroundings? Will a weaker musician perform up to a strong ensemble, as will a strong 
musician perform down to a weak ensemble? Is tuning a proactive or reactive process? What is being evaluated when listening to a performance? What’s 
crucial to a successful performance? What’s not?  How does the historical and cultural context of a piece of music effect musical decisions for performance? 
 
Unit Assessment: Students will acquire an appreciation of music culture and musical awareness as it relates to music history, ultimately promoting one’s 
relative responsibilities to their surroundings. 
 

 Core Content Objectives Instructional Actions 

Cumulative  
Progress Indicators 

Concepts 
What students will know. 

Skills 
What students will be able to do.  

Activities/Strategies 
Technology Implementation/ 
Interdisciplinary Connections 

Assessment Check 
Points 

1. Determine how music has 
influenced world cultures 
throughout history. 

2. Evaluate how exposure to 
various cultures influences 
individual, emotional, and 
kinesthetic responses to 
music. 

3. Determine the role of 
music in a global society 
by analyzing the influence 
of technology on music for 
consumers and performers 
around the world. 

1. How to listen to others 
within the ensemble and 
react to what is heard. 

2. How to react to the 
music of other cultures. 

3. How music influences a 
society. 

4. How technology has 
influenced music 
throughout the past 500 
years. 

1. Coordinate style and 
articulation from person to 
person. 

2. Balance properly within an 
ensemble. 

3. Appreciate what role music 
plays in various cultures and 
historical eras. 

4. Students will listen and 
determine what role they 
have within a piece of music. 

1. For each new work that is 
performed in class, the 
teacher will provide a 
history of the piece. 

2. “Lose your sound” 
meaning each student will 
be able to hear what 
sounds surround them, 
not just their own. 

3. Students will be exposed 
to a variety of recordings. 

4. Students will continuously 
find the melody 
throughout the ensemble. 

 

1. Question the  
    students on their  
    historical perspective  
    of composers. 
2.  Evaluate recordings   
     of the ensemble  
     performances. 
3.  Quiz ensemble  
     members on where  
     the melodies lie  
     within a given part to  
     a given work. 
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Unit 3:  MUSICAL AWARENESS (Con’t) 

Resources: Read/perform a variety of choral literature from an extensive library of music. See 
Appendix “A” for further resource guides. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructional Adjustments: Modifications, student 
difficulties, possible misunderstandings. 
 

● Immersion for ESL students 

● IEP adjustments as needed per student 
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Unit 4:  VOCAL PRODUCTION 

Targeted Standards: Students will understand physical elements that make up the essential vocal anatomy in the human body. (NJCCCS 1.3.12.B.3)  
Students will know that basic vocal arranging skills require theoretical understanding of music composition and proper, healthy vocal tract usage. (NJCCCS 
1.3.12.B.4) Students will learn that the cohesiveness of a piece of music and its ability to communicate a theme can be directly affected by the artist’s 
technical proficiency as well as by the manner and physical context in which it is performed. (NJCCCS 1.4.12.B.2)  
 
Unit Objectives/Conceptual Understandings: Posture, Diaphragm, Larynx, Windpipe/Trachea, Vocal Cords/Folds, Soft Palate,  
                                                                                            Hard Palate, Lips, Teeth, Tongue, Nasal Cavity/Sinuses, Resonance, Phonation,  
                                                                                            Depth of Vowel, Vibrato 
 
Essential Questions:  How is sound produced with the human voice? What are the different voice classifications? What are some healthy and efficient 
vocal techniques that male and female choir member need to practice to develop range, accuracy in matching pitches?  How can the voice be manipulated 
in healthy and unique ways that contribute to a piece of art? 
 
Unit Assessment: The students will demonstrate accurate knowledge of the vocal anatomy and vocal production, develop skills appropriate to their age, 
gender and voice classification and apply listening skills and the process of critique in distinguishing different qualities of the singing voice. 
 

 Core Content Objectives 

 

Instructional Actions 

Cumulative Progress 
Indicators 

Concepts 

What students will know. 
Skills 

What students will be able to do. 
Activities/Strategies 

Technology Implementation/ 
Interdisciplinary Connections 

Assessment Check 
Points 

1. Produce a healthy vocal 
tone throughout an artist’s 
individual range. 

2. Demonstrate healthy vocal 
production as applied to 
choral works to be 
performed. 

3. Evaluate how an artist’s 
technical proficiency may 
affect the creation of a 
work. 

1. Elements of the vocal 
anatomy. 

2. Proper vocal ranges in 
various ensembles. 

3. Appropriate techniques 
for developing improved 
vocal production. 

4. What usage of vocal 
technique is appropriate 
given the historical 
context of the work 
being performed. 

1. Expressive singing of choral 
works to be performed. 

2. Sight-read a variety of choral 
literature. 

3. Perform independent parts in 
choral works. 

4. Use proper articulations using 
their prior knowledge of 
historical context. 

1. Garage band recording 
software 

2. Smart Music sight-
singing. 

3. Develop Listening Skills 
using various choral 
recordings 

4. Perform concert music 
5. Practice “advanced” 

musical technique. 
 

1. During classes 
students will 
perform portions of 
literature. 

2. Record and self-
evaluate progress 
on sight-singing 
and concert 
pieces. 

3. Provide oral and 
written feedback 
evaluating choral 
recordings. 
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Unit 4:  VOCAL PRODUCTION (Con’t) 

Resources: Read/perform a variety of band literature from an extensive library of music. See 
Appendix “A” for further resource guides. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Instructional Adjustments: Modifications, student 
difficulties, possible misunderstandings 
 

● Immersion for ESL students 

● IEP adjustments as needed per student 
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APPENDIX A 

 

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS 
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